Edited Images in Photoshop

By: Kiran Ali
• Changed original picture to a glamour portrait.
• Black and white background
• Copy pasted dress, lips, and eyes from original pic.
• Changed opacity on lips color.
• Enhanced contrast and focused the image’s sharpness.
• Merged many layers to create portrait image
• Inserted a black boarder
• Made upper left and right corners darker
• Enhanced sharpness, and contrast.
• Made my family less blurry
• Blurred background
• Lessened shine on forehead and nose on brother mostly and a little on all of our faces.
• shrieked my arm and gave a soft one color look to it
• Sharpened image through contrast, and adjustment features
• Added text
• Used paint bucket to shade in black on the background part of the picture.
• Copy pasted sweat shirt from orig. picture
• Got rid of white spots in hair and forehead
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Forever Friends
You’re my friend and that is true, but the gift was given from me to you.
We went through moments that were good and bad, even moments that were happy and a drag.
We stuck together at the street near, and you joined me when we cheered...

It’s really sad that it had to be this way, but it has reach its very last day.
Miles away can’t keep us apart, cause you’ll always be my friend and in my heart.